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In order to semantically label visual objects in a large amount of images, we propose a new approach 
which is fast and accurate. The developed automatic object labeling technique relies on the embedded 
double matching of local visual descriptors detected in the example and candidate images to semantically 
tag the candidate image with the label associated to the example image, leading thus to the automatic 
annotation of the candidate image. Our system has been successfully tested on different standard datasets 
and is compatible with online applications. 
 
Object Labeling plays an important role for applications such as scene understanding [1], object 
recognition [2], image retrieval [3], [4], or automatic image annotations [5], [6]. Most of the existing 
object labeling systems such as LabelMe [7] are manual and thus intrinsically time consuming. 
Consequently, they are not appropriate for processing large image datasets. For this purpose, some object 
labeling techniques have been developed recently [8], [9]. However, they are only semi-automatically 
labeling the objects and they rely on region growing segmentation approaches which require user’s prior 
knowledge.  
In this paper, we propose to automatically label an object in an image of a given database by comparing it 
with a given example image. The main steps of our system are (i) the detection of image features, (ii) 
their matching and (iii) the label inheritance. The comparison between the query image and the candidate 
one is performed in the feature space in order to be more computationally effective and to be more robust 
towards noise and affine transformation, and is followed by the computation of an associated similarity 
measure. Moreover, our approach does not require any training and thus is online compatible. 
In particular, the first step consists in computing for both the example and candidate images, the Scale 
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) descriptors which are robust to rotation, translation, scale changes as 
well as some viewpoint variations. Secondly, these two sets of extracted SIFT descriptors are matched by 
means of the Embedded Double Matching Algorithm [5], [6]. Finally, once the decision that a candidate 
image contains similar content to the query image one has been taken, the label of the candidate image is 
automatically mapped with the predefined label of the example image. 
 
Hence, by using different objects’ examples, all the images from the database are indexed with the 
relevant semantic labels based on their visual content similarity, while the objects of interest are 
automatically labeled and localized within these images. 
The approach was validated for 3 databases, namely, the CalTech dataset - 101 categories, the 
OxfordFlower dataset and the Caltech-UCSD Birds 200 database that we have merged to obtain a broad 
database of 23468 images with an average resolution of 500x500 pixels and containing about 400 classes. 
In this way, the images of our resulting database have different size and resolution as well as large inter-
class similarities and intra-class variations.  
The mean average accuracy of our approach is 95% and its computational time is in the range of few 
milliseconds on an Intel Core 2 Duo Pentium T9300, 2.5 GHz, 2Gb RAM, using MatLab software. 
 
Compared to the work of [8], our approach has a c.10%-better confidence on the label results and does 
not need the use of arbitrary parameters for the image segmentation. In comparison with [9], our approach 
does not face issues with non-objects regions and is much more computationally efficient (up to 40 times 
faster).  
In conclusion, the paper presents a fully automatic object labeling method which semantically tags a 
candidate image based on the results of the matching between the visual descriptors of an example image 
and the candidate one. By applying recursively this process for different objects of interest, any image 
could thus be automatically annotated with multiple labels. 
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